"Flock of the Dodos," a documentary that investigates the controversy between evolution and intelligent design, is making rounds at film festivals and convention.

Its latest stop is the College of William and Mary, where it had a student and faculty audience and was followed by a panel discussion of several scientists.

Dr. David DeWitt, professor of biology at Liberty, was one of the panelists. He served as a voice of creationism, and when the movie concluded, he pointed out several inconsistencies in the film.

"Everyone there treated me with respect," DeWitt said.

Dr. Randy Olson, a marine biologist who is now a filmmaker, made the film in a manner that shows many sides of the issue in entertaining animation and interviews and round-table discussions with many other scientists.

In the documentary, he interviews scientists of all background and tackles the debate of evolution and creationism.
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Tomatoes, pepperoni and cheese: begin baking in the Hangar Food Court. The new eatery will mark the first time a food court has opened on campus, said freshman Erin Schroeder. “It’s going to be a good place for people to go hang out on campus - at least for some of the days,” Schroeder said. She and a group of friends are excited to participate in the debate Wednesday about the issues and the candidates. “I can tell you that if you don’t get earmarks, you’re going to lose the cliffhanger against (President Bush),” said Brian Burkey, a senior at Liberty. According to Witham, a shift in party control of Congress could drastically alter the political climate. “If the Democrats and the Republicans, the Democratic in line to become chairman of the Judiciary Committee (Rep. John Conyers, D-MI) has said that he will introduce a bill to impose impeachment against (President Bush),” said Witham. Contact Coral Oliver at oliverc@liberty.edu.

 breakout the ballots: November elections will decide the House

Tuesday, Nov. 7, many crucial congressional positions will be up for grabs. While students who live in the local area can vote in the local elections, only UI students live far away. Many students cannot vote since they have to be in Lynchburg on election day. However, it is possible for students to register to vote regardless of the place they are registered in.
2006 has been a great year already for student participation at Flames football games. Go hard for the end zone now!

On November 4, take part in the Brother/Sister dorm competition which will be judged on your tailgate parties, wild outfits and paint, enthusiasm, school spirit and participation. The Grand Prize winning dorms will get a catered tailgate party at the Liberty-Charleston Southern game on November 11. A $250 cash prize will be awarded in two categories – Quad/East and Hill/Circle.

Could you be the ONE Millionth fan? Since 1973 when football began at Liberty, 996,477 fans have come through the gate. Someone will be the ONE Millionth fan at the Western Carolina game and receive a huge prize package. Could that be you?

Liberty vs. Western Carolina
Williams Stadium
November 4 @ 1:00pm
Tailgating Begins: 10:00am
Stadium Gates Open: 11:00am

Call 582-SEAT or stop by the Flames Ticket Office to reserve a special tailgate location for your dorms!
One of my favorite stories in the New Testament is found in Acts 16. Paul and Silas were thrown into jail for preaching the Gospel. The jailer, a Roman, became a Christian and believed. His life was transformed. However, he mistreated Paul and Silas by beating them. When Paul and Silas heard this, they prayed for the jailer and his family. The next day, the jailer was converted and his family was saved. This is a beautiful example of how the Gospel can transform lives. It shows that the word of Jesus has the power to change hearts and minds. It is a reminder that we should always be willing to share the Gospel, even in the face of adversity. The Gospel is a powerful message that has the ability to transform lives and bring hope to those who are in need of it.
An important distinction must be drawn between the type of magic in the Harry Potter books and the occult—a pagan practice that attempts to contact a supernatural world—with which the books have long been wrongly correlated. Alan Jacobs, an English professor at Wheaton College, explains the difference by stating, “The counterfactual world that Rowling creates is one in which magic simply works, and works as reliably, in the hands of a trained wizard, as the technology that makes airplanes fly and refrigerators refrigerate the air.”

History shows the role Harry Potter’s magic played long before technology began to perform its current miracles. It is no coincidence that, upon its publication, the Harry Potter series is chock-full of biblical themes. Chuck Colson, radio personality for the show “Breakpoint,” stated that the Harry Potter books “inspire the imagination within a Christian framework — and prepare the hearts of readers for the real-life story of Christ.”

The Harry Potter series stresses the importance of family relationships—a determining component of our society. Although Harry does not have parents of his own, he is pseudo-adopted by another wizarding family called the Weasleys. This large family of nine cooks together, cleans together, eats family meals together and spends holidays together. The Weasleys are an uncharacteristic model Christian family and an example that has potential to play a crucial role in bringing the whole element of that which is holy to American households.

Parents should be encouraged by the fact that Harry Potter’s world is void of vandalism, cell phones and Nintendo, activities that do not typically promote learning. It is so meaningful that, upon its publication, the Harry Potter series ignited a roaring revolution among children and their parents.
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We need all the help we can get,” said Stewart. “We especially need a lot of guys who can help build some stage platforms with specialized equipment (that we need to get set up pretty quickly).”

“We went to the First Winterfest when I was a senior in high school,” said senior varsity speaker Tim Stewart. “When I came to Liberty my freshman year, my friend and I decided to volunteer at the event. We were the second one because we had a lot of fun at the first one. I had fun working that one, so just kept doing it. And I’ve been told, getting to go to a concert for free didn’t sound like a bad idea.

Students who have already performed their Christian Service requirements will not be eligible to participate in this year’s Winterfest event. Winterfest volunteers will not be required to work any set amount of time, but CSER students will be required to work for all three days.

Anyone who wants to volunteer can contact Joanne Tang at jtang@liberty.edu.

The other line, the red line, maintains a route from Main Campus to Campus North.

Wanted: Winterfest volunteers with passion for student life

Bus: More stops being added

Wanted: Winterfest volunteers with passion for student life

“The (students) should not be afraid of having to fight the battle,” he said. “We need to think and act like Christians and be willing to be engaged. Our students need to be given the tools and resources to be engaged in the world.”
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Cross Country dominates Big South -- again

By Lauren Hart

CONTACTS DEPARTMENTS

With a one-two punch, the Liberty men's and women's cross country teams each won a Big South Cross Country Championship last Saturday morning. The men threatened rain the day before but then only showed sprays of sun the morning of the race.

The Liberty men showed dominance in the 8-kilometer event as they took the first three positions. Josh McDougall once again won in convincing fashion, running in tandem with Liberty's two other star runners, Jarvis Jelen and Jordan Webb. Thirsting for a victory after last week's loss, Jelen did not let the Flames' momentum slip away.

The women ran identical times of 24:46 with Coastal Carolina coming in fourth.

A surprise -- from the Flames' perspective, a good one -- happened for the Liberty women's team on Saturday as they bested favored Coastal Carolina for a big South Conference win.

The women were led by an all-academic team runner Penny Newby, who continued to speed away after setting Liberty's 6-kilometer race record two weeks ago. Newby placed third overall in the race with a lightning fast 17:55 for the 5-kilometer race.

Please see CROSS COUNTRY, page B4

Liberty Flames fall short to Coastal

By Laurne Th ompson

Liberty football hoped to average last week's beat-breaking loss to Gardner-Webb against conference rival Coastal Carolina.

The Flames once again managed to jump out to an early lead but just as they did last week, let it slip away late.

The momentum started out on Coastal Carolina's side with running back Mike Telbin's 79-yard rushing touchdown on the second play of the game.

Liberty was in position to strike back, landing inside the Flames' 4-yard line after a 23-yard pass attempt was picked off on the end zone. Another Quinon Teal and Coastal regained possession on its own 50.

Liberty's defense then took over and forced Coastal to punt after only five plays.

The Flames stormed back up and led the teams at 7-7 after an eight-play drive that took 2:52 off the clock. Liberty looked to have a chance at more quick points after kicker Ben Beasley's point was blocked on Coastal Carolina's 27-yard line, but the Chanticleers recovered the fumble on the play.

The teams remained their ball-handling battle, and neither scored again in the first half.

Liberty rounded its ball-controlled offense in the second half, crowning up the field on a 12-play, 49-yard drive that took 6:55 off the game clock.

The Flames were unable to get past Coastal's 14-yard line, and Smith was sacked for a loss of 2.2, forcing the Flames to settle for a field goal that put them on top 10-7.

Liberty's defense continued to look good on Coastal's next drive. After gaining a quick first down, Coastal quarterback Tyler Thigpen went to the air, but his pass was intercepted by Liberty's K.L. Rote. As a result, Liberty took over from Coastal's 29.

Unfortunately, the offense sputtered after a four-minute drive that ended at the Chanticleers' 28-yard line. As a result, Liberty was forced to take another field goal.

Fortunately, the Flames did not suffer the same problems in the kicking game that they experienced last week. After the successful field goal, Liberty extended its lead to 13-7.

Please see FOOTBALL, page B3

Like A ROCK — Flames junior goaltender Dalton Stoltz was solid this past weekend against Duquesne University. Stoltz goes up three goals Saturday again, but the Flames still won 9-3. Liberty travels to face Saint Louis University this weekend.

Small Town Dreamer

Overlooked by big-name schools, Manny Rojas has proven his critics wrong.

Baer's Blathers

Matthew Baer reviews college football's ninth week and looks ahead to week 10.
FOOTBALL: Flames hope to return to form against Western Carolina

We should have seen it from the opening game of the week - this was going to be a great week of college football.

On Thursday, tenth-ranked Clemson got rolled over by unranked Virginia Tech in Blacksburg, VA. The Tigers were ranked third overall, but were unranked in some national polls. The game was a classic, with both teams putting up a great effort. The Tigers scored early, but the Flames responded with a strong first half. The second half was a blowout, with the Flames winning 52-17.

On Friday, eighth-ranked Oregon State defeated Washington State 28-17. This was a key game for both teams, as Oregon State is currently leading the Pac-12 conference. The game was held in Corvallis, Oregon, and was a great night for Oregon State fans.

On Saturday, third-ranked USC defeated Arizona 24-17. This was a key game for both teams, as USC is currently leading the Pac-12 conference. The game was held in Los Angeles, California, and was a great night for USC fans.

On Sunday, third-ranked Oklahoma State defeated Texas 24-13. This was a key game for both teams, as Oklahoma State is currently leading the Big 12 conference. The game was held in Stillwater, Oklahoma, and was a great night for Oklahoma State fans.

Next week's games are sure to be exciting, with several key games scheduled. Fans are eagerly anticipating the game of the week, which will be held on November 21. This game will be a key matchup between two of the top teams in the country.
CROSS COUNTRY: Men and women both victorious

Saturday’s game started out a little slow, but the Flames were finally able to light the scoreboard when Dykstra took a pass from Corbin and put it past the goalie to make it 5-2. Duquesne at home, Liberty grabbed the men’s second win in a row and the women breaking Coastal Carolina’s nine-match hold on the competition.

Two weeks from Saturday, Liberty competes in its third game this season – against Atlantic 10 power Duquesne at home. The Lady Flames managed to keep the ball out of their own hands. For the men, Coastal Carolina managed to keep the Flames up 8-2 at period’s end. The Flames pulled away to win 30-24 for this season’s first win in a row and the women break­ing Coastal Carolina’s five-match hold on the competition.
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Rojas in contention for BSC all-time tackles lead

By Dave Thompson

Rojas, it was a year of difficulty and change. Rojas, who played linebacker for his high school football team, lived in the small town of Imperial, Pa. which, according to the 2000 census, boasts a mere 3,200 people. Rojas, who had just passed away... and a lot of schools had passed me because I wasn’t tall enough, or they didn’t think I was big enough.”

Their loss was Liberty’s gain. Rojas elected to attend Liberty, bringing his 6-foot, 200-pound frame along with him. He played his first season at Liberty as a redshirt freshman in 2005 and finished second on the team in tackles with 81. He finished the second season second on the team again and sixth overall in the Big South Conference with 84 tackles.

As a junior, Rojas had a stellar 102 tackles, finishing first on the team and fifth in the conference. “It’s probably been the one year he epitomizes the things that we’ve talked about, around here the most,” said Head Coach Danny Rocco. “He’s a positive presence on the field, in the locker room (and) on campus.”

Rojas is also in contention to break the Big South career tackle record. He entered the 2006 season with 273 tackles, 37 short of the Big South Conference record of 310, which was held jointly by two former Virginia Military Institute players.

In the first seven games of this season, Rojas eclipsed the record with 42 tackles.

However, Rojas is chasing current record holder Jammar Louth of Coastal Carolina, who at present has 355 career tackles.

That puts Rojas, who after this weekend has 335 career tackles — 17 behind Louth. “I’m not really too worried about it, but I’m really not worried about it — all I want to do is win,” said Rojas.

“Running Down a Dream” — Rojas chases a St. Paul player during Liberty’s 27-0 rout of the Bengals on Sept. 31. It was perhaps one of the defense’s finest performances and one of two shutouts by the defense this season. Rojas had three tackles during the game.
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The U.S. Army is currently offering several sizable enlistment bonuses of up to $40,000. You may also qualify for up to $71,000 from the Montgomery GI Bill and Army College Fund.
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Sportswriter Steve Ray Lloyd said, “I think the defense really well. It’s good being out there, playing beside him.”

Unfortunately for the Flames, this is their defensive leader’s last season. Rojas, a communications studies major with a concentration in advertising and public relations, will graduate this May.

He looked fondly on his time at Liberty. “It’s been great here,” he said, “I wouldn’t change it for another place in the world.”

“(Losing Rojas) is going to hurt us,” said Rocco. “I think what will be lacking is his intelligence. He has a very focused football player, he’s a very focused leadership. He’s a very focused football player.”

Contact Dave Thompson at dthompson@lu.edu.

Don’t Forget to come out and support your Liberty University Flames Football Team!

When: Saturday, November 12 @ 3 p.m.
LJH Flanagan vs. Western Carolina Catamounts
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Spreading the gospel, one shriek at a time

By Jennifer Schmidt

This past weekend marked the culmination of the 24th season of Scaremare, the "house of death" that is organized by Liberty for Central for Youth Ministry. The purpose of the house of death, however, was not merely for entertainment value or to just give visitors a scare. The overarching motivation behind the project was to remind people of the transient nature of life and that salvation is found in Christ alone.

For some, the wait in line was half the fun of the Scaremare experience, as it sometimes took up to four hours to reach the ticket booth. Since 1,500 to 2,000 people went through the house on one given night, the wait was generally anticipated. While people fell in line with each other in the cold weather, they were kept occupied by avoiding the "ghosts" that haunted the line or by having various conversations. The tour began in a maze with walls that allowed no space for one to turn around and no lights to guide the way. People in front of and behind them were haunts are not only a part of the house, but also the people who make up the crew. The maze broke out into a wooden cabin where non-operational environments, dead bodies and characters were used to create the sense of terror and the overall quality of the film. The emotions experienced between students who are simply pursuing their dreams.
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Fall fashion trends at Liberty
10 ways to heat up your fashion scene as the weather cools down

By Jennifer Maxfield
LIFE! REPORTER

1. Give 'em the Boot
At Liberty, boots are replacing the parade of flip-flops as the weather cools down. From printed rain galoshes to suede lace-ups, boots are the latest trend in shoes. Stiletto or flat, wedge or cuffed heels, they are all made for walking, and at Liberty that's just what they do.

2. A Shoe-In
Boots are not the only footwear aground. You can step into suede or fur-lined, get strap-happy or high heeled, but slip-ons are the latest way to slide into fall style.

3. To Pop or Not to Pop
The collar war rages on from Facebook groups for and against, to more serious discussions over Cafe a la Cart coffee — no one can be sure as to who will win. Wear it up or down, however the mood strikes. You can rock it either way.

4. Belted
Thin is out. Whether it is studded, riveted, sequined or suede, the bigger the better. With a pair of jeans or a cute little skirt — ahem, touching some part of the knee please — get fit to be tied. Try pairing two together for an extra bit of flair.

5. Layers of Style
Don't pack away those summery tank tops just yet; pair them under a sweater or bolero. Mix and match colors for variety. You can sport two layers or three — there is always safety in numbers.

6. The Return of the Leggings
No one can for sure say why, but the printed leggings you said a teary goodbye to in elementary school are back in full force. Pair them with a skirt and a pair of flats and, oh child of the 80s, you just might find yourself humming a Tears for Fears tune.

7. Revenge of the Knits
Both warm and stylish, scarves are a fashion must-have this fall. Striped, beaded, knitted or crocheted — go ahead and tie one on!

8. It's All in Black and White
You don't have to pack away the white after Labor Day this year. Pair it with black and you've got the season's hottest colors — err, negatives.

9. Fade to Blue
Thank goodness we can now wear them without fearing reps. Faithful to the end, denim never goes out of style. The trends for this year will have you singing the blues. Faded or dark, boot cut and button fly, take your favorite old friend for a walk around campus — but no holes, please!

10. All Bloused Up and Everywhere to Go
Blouses are back — pair them with a jean jacket, a suede pea coat or a teeny tiny bolero. So button one up and show your style.

Contact Jennifer Maxfield at jmaxfield@liberty.edu.

---

WinterFest annually attracts over 6,000 teenagers from 300 churches in 25 states to the Liberty University Campus for this exciting, 3 day music festival and winter retreat and WE NEED YOUR HELP!

The WinterFest office is looking for Liberty Student Volunteers/Christian Service Workers for WinterFest 2006: December 30, 31 and January 1.
We need: Ushers, Ticket Takers, Merchandise Sellers, Set Up and Tear Down Crew, Greeters and MORE...

Required Meetings: Tuesday, November 7 9:00p.m. DH 1113
Tuesday, December 5 9:00p.m. DH 1113

If you are interested in volunteering or using WinterFest as your Christian Service, please e-mail us: vol@libertywinterfest.com
For more details on WinterFest, go to www.libertywinterfest.com